IN THE CLASSROOM FOR AN ENGAGING COLLABORATIVE INTERACTIVE LEARNING EXPERIENCE

Oliboard delivers multi-level, multi-user technology: from the hardware of the whiteboards, which can be used concurrently by the teacher and several students in order to interact naturally during a lesson or test, to the software that permits fast, intuitive sharing of lessons and notes that can be saved using standard formats and devices. The possibility of using OLIBOARD SW in conjunction with other educational applications and remote collaboration platforms is also part of a vision aimed to a collaborative learning.

AT HOME: TO PROMOTE INDEPENDENT LEARNING AND PERSONAL CREATIVITY

Oliboard stimulates individual learning skills, allowing students to restructure and re-organize lesson contents and also to add elements taken from their personal learning experience. With Oliboard, lessons can be enhanced with annotations, documents and materials, gradually building a personal digital library sorted according to personal preference and saved in standard formats for fast retrieval and re-use. This vision of Oliboard also permits use of Oliboard software, in the complete version, freely at home on teacher and student PCs.

* OLIBOARD SW vers.9 provided there is an Oliboard whiteboard in the classroom where teaching is conducted (teachers) or in which the student is registered.
OLIBOARD

Oliboard delivers cutting-edge, next generation teaching and learning technology in order to meet society’s demand for innovation. Oliboard facilitates preparation and conducting of lessons with digital contents, with the possibility of integrating student contributions, of reconfiguring lessons for other situations, of transferring these to students and involving the entire class in analysing personal and group work. Oliboard incorporates purpose-designed solutions for schools able to guarantee immediate application and continuous use, eliminating all the technical activities involved in managing electronic devices.

THE TEACHING TECHNOLOGY OF TOMORROW

ENGAGEMENT AND STIMULATION OF THE DESIRE TO LEARN
Oliboard permits immediate use of digital contents downloaded from the web, books and digital resources, making it possible to adapt the lesson to all teaching situations. Oliboard comprises digital libraries with a vast range of teaching resources already organized by subject to permit independent access, expansion and structuring according to teachers’ and students’ personal requirements.

MAINTAIN HIGH LEVEL CONCENTRATION
The Oliboard software furnished with the whiteboards permits instant switching from an overall to a detailed view, contributing to maintaining a high level of student focus and concentration both on the context and on details. Oliboard increases the pace of lessons through the possibility of accessing multi-mode intuitive commands and tools and of use with other software programs, so that each teacher and student can work at his or her own pace. Oliboard eliminates time-consuming activation of equipment, with negative impact on students’ attention.

OLIBOARD SW
- to organize lessons
- to conduct these in the classroom
- to study these at home
Oliboard comprises tools designed to develop the specific skills and capacities of each student’s stage of growth and can therefore be adopted from Primary to Secondary Schools. Intuitive tools allow students to write on the whiteboard without any previous training while teachers, using other tools provided, can create activities that retain the attention of younger students. Advanced tools for scientific and humanistic subjects have been developed for Secondary School classes. The possibility of writing formulas, of immediately seeing the graphic development of mathematical functions, of immediate import of images from external resources are just some examples of how Oliboard SW can be used by all at the functional level required.

OLIBOARD ePen
WHITEBOARDS WITH ELECTRONIC PEN FOR EXERCISE-BOOK STYLE WRITING
- natural, precise writing without false taps
- two fully-independent users (with personal tools and toolbars)
- simple electronic pen, easily used also by younger children

OLIBOARD TOUCH
MULTI-TOUCH, MULTI-USER WHITEBOARDS AS FAST AS A SMARTPHONE
- used with hands or stylus
- for real multi-user drawing on the whiteboard
- multi-touch with standard set of gestures

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL GRADES OF SCHOOL